
Superior filling capacity.

One layer less on joints and cornerbeads & trims. 

For plasterboard and concrete.

Approved for embedding paper tape.

Nordic Ecolabel, EPD, M1 and IAC Gold. 

Patent pending 3943466A1.

Extra high-filling ready-mixed hand filler with adhesive  
effect. For plasterboard joints and cornerbeads & trims.
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DALAPRO® EDGE
Extra high-filling ready-mixed hand filler with adhesive 
effect. For plasterboard joints and cornerbeads.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Dalapro Edge is a ready-mixed hand filler with extra high 
filling capacity and adhesive effect that is equally effective 
on both plaster and concrete. The unique filling properties 
enable you to save one layer of application on plasterboard 
joints and cornerbeads & trims. The product also has  
minimal sinking over time. Dalapro Edge is approved for 
paper tape and suitable for use on cornerbeads & trims 
such as Habito, AquaBead and Levelline. Light grey.  
Nordic Ecolabelled. 
The patent process is under way. The technology behind 
the high filling capacity is protected by Patent Pending 
until further notice: EP 3943466A1.

USE
Suitable for installing paper tape. Combined with Certain-
Teed Marco Joint Tape, the product is suitable for joint
filling on plasterboard. Meets CE-marking requirements
in accordance with EN 13963. Manufactured in accordance
with ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. When finishing plasterboard: 
follow National guidelines and recommendations in  
accordance with EN 13969.

INSTRUCTIONS
Apply by hand or with an automatic taping tool to clean, dry 
and intact surfaces. Fill the entire joint with filler, embed 
the paper tape and press firmly. Then apply filler directly 
over the paper tape. After drying, apply filler to the desired 
surface treatment requirements. When using automat-
ic taping tools: mix before use. Temperature: minimum 
+5°C. Sand down the filled surface once it has dried. Use 
sandpaper with grain size 150–220. Eye and respiratory 
protection are recommended when sanding.

DRYING TIME
The drying time is dependent on factors such as substrate, 
layer thickness, temperature and humidity. 
 
 

MATERIAL CONSUMPTION
For joint filling joints on plasterboard: approx. 0.3 litres/
metre.

CLEANING AND DISPOSAL
Remove as much filler as possible from the tools before 
cleaning them in water. Filler residues must not be poured 
down the drain, but taken to the local waste disposal cen-
tre. Empty packaging completely and recycle it.

STORAGE
Filler has a limited shelf life and is date-marked. Un-
opened packaging can be kept in a dark place, free from 
frost, for up to 12 months. Containers that have been 
opened must be sealed well.  
Visit dalapro.com for more information.

TECHNICAL DATA
Binding agent: Latex co-polymer
Solvent: Water
Filler: Microspheres and white dolomite 
Grain size: Max. 0.2 mm 
pH: Approx. 9
Colour: Light grey
Flammability: Does not spread or support fire 
Packaging: 10-litre plastic bucket 

Dalapro Edge 10 litre is packaged in a  
bucket manufactured mostly of recycled 
plastic.


